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      Video Text: Salient Moments In The Habitual Pattern (2020), Hiball (Stanton Cornish-Ward & Alexandra Kirwood) There is this idea that the background characters we see in dreams are real. Comprised from people we have mentally logged during subconscious moments throughout the day. While we look for a certain salience in our habitual day to day pattern, we also process the things that don’t stand out. Like extras on a set, their unremarkableness is essential to structuring the world within the dream. As we walk down the street, we subconsciously scan for recurring points, from which we align ourselves within the world - a familiar face, a known landmark, a sign of rain. What we understand to be familiar is based on internal amalgamations of emotion, memory and sentimentality. When we mentally process a film, we are essentially using the same system of perception that we use to navigate the world around us. Cinema offers us a continuous, infinite world, and yet the frame only reveals a slice. The characters travel in and out of our perception, existing in the larger world of film and move through a vast ‘offscreen space’. The film’s frame isn’t the four physical walls that box the image in, but it is also the depth within a set, and the space beyond the set. The memory that sticks with us is rebuilt from the visual cachet, that perfect moment in time. When holding a mark while the camera is reset, I relax my face into a neutral expression and pick an object in my eye- line to dissolve into. Sometimes it’s easier to be still than it is to readjust the body back into the moment, a tableau on a soundstage. The tableau, anchored in Greek theatre and mime traditions - recreates works of art using live models dressed and posed in a physical space. It transitioned into photography once it became a viable mode of image reproduction, as the long exposure time required stillness and control in order to create a clean, unblurred image. The tableau eventually seeped into cinema, as early productions merely copied the traditions of the stage, before the medium developed its own language. The tableau is a pause in the rhythm- a moment to become an object. At the craft services table during a break from shooting I turned to face an extra, and when we met eyes I felt a sense of displacement. I realised she had crossed from work into my dream, and now crossed back into real life. A face in the background. She peeled away from the table with her coffee and walked off into the lot, in the same manner the Hiball would like to thank the following voice seems to trail off when trying to explain exactly what for their assistance on this project: happened in a dream. Trent Crawford -Technical assistance George Willmott - Animation assistance Mitchell Mackintosh - Score & composition Noah Riseley - Addition sound production Emma Magurie - Cellist 
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